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Anopheles gambiae, the primary mosquito vector of malaria in sub-Saharan Africa, is divided into 2 sympatric incipient
species known as M form and S form. Recent genomic analysis of each form revealed that differentiation between forms
is clustered into 3 unlinked regions of the genome. Here, we expand the investigation of these ‘‘genomic islands of
speciation’’ to multiple populations, including all of the genes across one of the islands. Differentiation between the
M and S forms in 2 of the islands is complete across all individuals in all populations, confirming that the M and S forms
are reproductively isolated taxa. Differentiation at the third island (on chromosome 2R) is limited to Cameroon
populations. There is reduced variation in the M form in Cameroon at this location and increased divergence to the
outgroup Anopheles arabiensis, supporting an association of adaptation with reproductive isolation.

Introduction

Patterns of molecular variation within populations are
shaped by many processes, including genetic drift, natural
selection, demographic history, and migration. Although
selective forces vary greatly among loci, forces such as
drift, demography, and migration are generally considered
to act across the genome (Hudson et al. 1987; Begun and
Whitley 2000; Glinka et al. 2003; Akey et al. 2004; Stajich
and Hahn 2005). However, when migration occurs between
incipient species, it may interact with selection to create dif-
ferent amounts of realized gene flow among loci (Machado
et al. 2002; Emelianov et al. 2004; Payseur et al. 2004). This
pattern can occur when hybrid genotypes at some loci are
disadvantageous, whereas alleles at other loci are selec-
tively neutral with respect to the different species or pop-
ulations (Barton and Gale 1993; Wu and Ting 2004).

Previously, we found such a pattern of heterogeneous
gene flow between 2 partially isolated, sympatric popula-
tions of Anopheles gambiae (Turner et al. 2005). Using
Affymetrix microarrays, we were able to characterize dif-
ferentiation across the genomes of the so-called M and S
forms of A. gambiae in Cameroon at over 142,000 markers.
We identified 3 unlinked regions that showed no evidence
for gene flow (speciation islands), even as the other 99% of
the genome showed little differentiation between the M and
S forms (Turner et al. 2005). These differentiated regions
are therefore expected to contain loci which are disadvan-
tageous in a hybrid genetic background but advantageous
within each form. However, we do not know which genes
are the targets of selection or whether the alleles underlying
these selective effects are found throughout the ranges of
each form. Because A. gambiae is the primary vector of
human malaria, understanding how M and S are different
is also relevant to human health. These forms mate assor-
tatively in nature (Tripet et al. 2001), implicating behavioral
differences between them, but other phenotypic and ecolog-
ical differences have not been conclusively demonstrated.
Finding the genes that differentiate M and S may aid in this

investigation by generating testable hypotheses from the
bottom up.

Therefore, in this paper, we present an analysis of se-
quence variation and divergence between the M and S forms
from Cameroon and Mali. We have also included individ-
uals with and without the 2Rb inversion: this inversion is
polymorphic in both M and S and spans one of the candidate
speciation islands in Cameroon (Coluzzi et al. 2002). We
have 2 main aims: 1) to investigate whether loci within the
speciation islands show signatures of positive selection which
could be related to speciation and 2) to determine whether
the speciation islands identified previously in Cameroon are
also present in Mali populations.

Materials and Methods

Anopheles gambiae samples were collected in the
towns of Buea, Mutanguene, and Tiko in Cameroon in
2003 and in Selenkenyi in Mali in 2004 by the lab of
G. C. Lanzaro (University of California, Davis), who gra-
ciously shared DNA from karyotyped mosquitoes for this
study. Samples of A. gambiae M and S from Cameroon all
possess the þ/þ (standard) karyotype on chromosome 2R;
Mali 2R karyotypes used in this study are as follows: Mopti
(M form) individuals are bc/bc, u/þ, and bc/þ; Savanna
(S form) individuals are cu/cu and b/b; Bamako (S form)
individuals are jcu/jcu, jbcu/jcu, and jbcu/jbcu (following
Touré et al. 1998). Samples of the congeneric species
Anopheles arabiensis are from the SENN DDT colony,
and Anopheles quadriannulatus sp. A are from the SKUQUA
colony; both colonies are maintained in South Africa by
M. Coetzee. These outgroup individuals were not karyo-
typed, but M. Coetzee (personal communication) reports
that they both possess the ‘‘standard’’ karyotype for their
species. DNA was extracted from A. gambiae following
Post et al. (1993) and from A. arabiensis and A. quadrian-
nulatus sp. A (hereafter A. quadriannulatus)using a Qiagen
DNeasy kit; standard polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
diagnostics were used to differentiate A. gambiae from
A. arabiensis (Scott et al. 1993) and to differentiate M
and S forms (Fanello et al. 2003). Polytene chromosome
preparation and analysis of karyotypes (conducted in the
lab of G. C. Lanzaro) are as described in Hunt (1973). Pri-
mers for PCR and sequencing were designed from the
A. gambiae genome annotation (http://www.ensembl.org/
Anopheles_gambiae/index.html) and are available in
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supplementary table S1 (Supplementary Material online),
which contains detailed information about each locus.

For 6 loci, on chromosome 2L (LIM and Subtilase) and
1 on chromosome 2R (GPRor38), sequence data from Ca-
meroon populations of A. gambiae come from the previous
study of Turner et al. (2005). We sequenced 3 of these loci
and 1 additional locus (MSH5) from individuals in Mali as
well as in the related species A. arabiensis and A. quadrian-
nulatus. We also sequenced 5 additional loci on chromo-
some 2R, in populations from Cameroon. All new
sequences have been deposited in GenBank under accession
numbers DQ425111–DQ425208, DQ436826–DQ436911,
and EF426141-EF426244. PCR products were directly
sequenced in both directions for all loci except NADH1b,
pepM19, bkinase, and cd59, which were cloned using an
Invitrogen TOPO TA kit. Sequence chromatographs were
assembled and edited in CodonCode (www.codoncode.-
com), which uses ABI quality scores and Phred/Phrap to
call bases and find heterozygous single-nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs). Sequences were aligned using Clus-
talW (Higgins et al. 1994). Upon further analysis, the locus
UNK1 reported in Turner et al. (2005) proved to be suspect
due to close paralogous sequences in the A. gambiae genome,
so this locus was not used in the current analysis.

Calculation of measures of population variation in-
cluding Tajima’s D, a measure of the skew of the frequency
spectrum of mutations (Tajima 1989); p, the average num-
ber of differences between sequences (Tajima 1983); and
FST, a measure of population differentiation (Wright
1951) were done using DNAsp v 4.00.5 (Rozas et al.
2003). All values of FST less than 0 were set to 0 in the
text. Calculation of nonsynonymous and synonymous poly-
morphism and divergence—in order to perform the test of
McDonald and Kreitman (1991)—and average levels of
divergence, Dxy, were also done using DNAsp. HKA tests
(Hudson et al. 1987) were performed using Jody Hey’s
HKA program available at http://lifesci.rutgers.edu/
;heylab/HeylabSoftware.htm. Significance of HKA tests
was determined by conducting 10,000 coalescent simula-
tions as implemented in the HKA software (Kliman
et al. 2000). These coalescent simulations were also used
to assess the significance of Tajima’s D values (Kliman
et al. 2000).

Results

Summary statistics of levels of polymorphism and dif-
ferentiation are shown in table 1 (for loci on 2L) and table 2
(for loci on 2R). Individuals of the S form from Mali include
both the Bamako and Savanna ‘‘chromosomal forms’’
(sensu Touré et al. 1998), which are combined as ‘‘S form’’
in table 1; all M form individuals sequenced from Mali are
the Mopti chromosomal form. Differentiation between M
and S along the X chromosome has been well documented
(Wang et al. 2001; Stump et al. 2005), so X-chromosome
loci were not sequenced from Mali. Because all individuals
are identified as M or S based on a PCR diagnostic which
queries this region, however, the X-chromosome genotype
is known. Loci on 2R and 2L were chosen to compare se-
quence variation within and outside the differentiated re-
gions originally found in the Cameroon population.

Chromosome 2L

Data from 2 loci on chromosome 2L were sequenced
in Mali: LIM was previously found to lie within the region
of no gene flow, and Subtilase serves as a nearby control
locus. The pattern of differentiation in Mali and Cameroon
is the same, with fixed differences and no shared polymor-
phisms between M and S at the LIM locus, and shared poly-
morphisms without fixed differences at the Subtilase locus
(table 1). The 4 SNPs fixed between forms in Cameroon are
fixed between forms in all individuals sequenced regardless
of geography or chromosomal form, indicating perfect cor-
respondence of these SNPs with the M and S form diagnos-
tic region on the X chromosome. The difference in number
of fixed and shared polymorphisms between the differenti-
ated and undifferentiated regions is highly significant in
both Cameroon and Mali (Fisher’s exact test; Cameroon:
P 5 0.0010; Mali: P 5 0.0014). Although this difference
could, in principle, be due to lineage sorting between loci
after the cessation of gene flow, the inference of locus-
specific selection against gene flow within the 2L speciation
island is supported by the observation of continued hybrid-
ization in Mali (Tripet et al. 2001) and by the coalescent
simulations of Turner et al. (2005). As expected from the
pattern of fixed and shared polymorphisms, differentiation
is high between M and S at the LIM locus (FST 5 0.950 in
Mali, 0.909 in Cameroon) and much lower at the Subtilase
locus (FST 5 0.110 in both populations). Differentiation
within each form between countries is low (table 3), with
FST values ranging from 0.091 to 0 at both loci on chromo-
some 2L.

Levels of polymorphism are also similar between
Cameroon and Mali: the LIM locus shows 10–12 times
lower values of p than the Subtilase locus in both popula-
tions (table 1). The much lower levels of polymorphism
within nonintrogressing regions are one possible indication
of ongoing natural selection against hybrid individuals at
a linked locus. Another potential indication of linked selec-
tion is the significantly negative values of Tajima’s D at the
LIM locus in the Cameroon population of the S form
(�1.83), which is the only locus in the differentiated region
with more than 2 polymorphisms in either population
(we did not calculate Tajima’s D for loci with 2 or fewer
polymorphisms). To further investigate possible patterns
of natural selection, we sequenced LIM and Subtilase in
2 additional species of the A. gambiae sensu lato complex:
A. arabiensis and A. quadriannulatus. Using the outgroup
sequences, we find that of the 4 nt fixed between M and S,
2 are derived in M, 1 is derived in S, and 1 is ambiguous
(A. gambiae M matches the A. quadriannulatus genotype
and A. gambiae S matches A. arabiensis). We compared
polymorphism and divergence at the LIM and Subtilase loci
using the HKA test (Hudson et al. 1987). This test would
have low power in a comparison of the M and S forms be-
cause of extremely low divergence between forms (Ford
and Aquadro 1996); instead, we compared each form with
the closest outgroup, A. arabiensis. The test was significant
for both the M form (P 5 0.021) and the S form (P 5
0.032). It should be noted, however, that the proximity
of LIM locus to the centromere—where there is likely re-
duced recombination (Turner et al. 2005)—could result in
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reduced polymorphism and a skew in the frequency spec-
trum due to linked selection on genes unrelated to reproduc-
tive isolation (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Kaplan
et al. 1989).

Chromosome 2R

In contrast to the highly differentiated 2L and X is-
lands, the region identified on chromosome 2R was only

marginally significant in the previous whole-genome mi-
croarray analysis (Turner et al. 2005). A differentiated re-
gion was predicted on chromosome 2R between megabase
24.847 and megabase 24.884—a 37-kb span—but confi-
dence intervals on this estimate are unknown.

To precisely define this region, we sequenced 10 loci
across the boundaries of the previously defined island of
speciation in populations from Cameroon (table 2). The se-
quenced loci include portions of all annotated genes

Table 2
DNAVariation and Differentiation in 10 Loci on Chromosome 2R

Location Gene Population Form na lb Sc pd Spriv
e Fixed:Sharedf FST Tajima’s D

2R 24.62 NADH1b Cameroon
M 7 696 37 0.021 7 0:30 0.138 �0.238
S 13 696 61 0.026 33 �0.545

2R 24.77 pepM19 Cameroon
M 9 743 49 0.025 33 0:18 0.067 �0.510
S 6 743 30 0.020 13 �0.020

2R 24.81 GPRgr13 Cameroong M 20 231 5 0.004 3 0:2 0.504 �0.946
S 10 231 8 0.012 6 �0.110

2R 24.85 GPRor39 Cameroong M 24 419 9 0.005 1 0:8 0.110 0.387
S 22 419 16 0.100 8 �0.204

2R 24.86 GPRor38 Cameroong M 24 516 12 0.003 12 0:0 0.712 �1.620**
S 24 516 28 0.012 28 �0.590

Mali
M 12 322 9 0.009 5 0:4 0.133 �0.241
S 22 322 17 0.013 8 1.001

2R 24.89 i8 Cameroon
M 12 430 3 0.002 3 2:0 0.643 �0.379
S 18 430 10 0.007 10 0.228

2R 24.89 MSH5 Cameroon M 28 414 1 0.001 1 3:0 0.626 1.36
S 22 414 25 0.013 25 �0.857

Mali
M 12 428 23 0.02 13 0:11 0.109 0.323
S 20 428 22 0.011 12 �1.13

2R 24.91 cd59 Cameroon
M 9 981 43 0.017 31 0:10 0.248 0.11
S 9 981 49 0.016 38 �0.714

2R 24.97 bkinase Cameroon
M 10 511 17 0.013 11 0:6 0.413 0.457
S 10 511 16 0.009 10 �0.81

2R 25.20 FAC3C Cameroong M 24 464 7 0.005 5 0:2 0.030 �0.268
S 20 464 8 0.004 6 �0.264

NOTE.—*P , 0.05, **P , 0.05 based on coalescent simulation (not reported for loci with fewer than 3 polymorphisms).
a Number of chromosomes sequence.
b Length of sequenced region in base pair.
c Number of polymorphisms.
d Heterozygosity.
e Number of private polymorphisms.
f Ratio of fixed differences to shared polymorphisms.
g Data from Turner et al. (2005).

Table 1
DNAVariation and Differentiation in 2 Loci on Chromosome 2L

Location Gene Population Form na lb Sc pd Spriv
e Fixed:Sharedf FST Tajima’s D

2L 0.75 LIM
Cameroong M 12 508 1 0.001 1 4:0 0.909 —

S 16 508 4 0.001 4 �1.831*, **

Mali
M 8 433 0 0 0 4:0 0.950 —
S 16 433 1 0.001 1 —

2L 4.18 Subtilase
Cameroong M 26 429 11 0.010 1 0:10 0.110 1.615

S 26 429 25 0.012 15 �0.760

Mali
M 10 429 12 0.012 3 0:9 0.110 0.878
S 18 429 15 0.012 6 0.834

NOTE.—*P , 0.05, **P , 0.05 based on coalescent simulation (not reported for loci with fewer than 3 polymorphisms).
a Number of chromosomes sequence.
b Length of sequenced region in base pairs.
c Number of polymorphisms.
d Heterozygosity.
e Number of private polymorphisms.
f Ratio of fixed differences to shared polymorphisms.
g Data from Turner et al. (2005).
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between megabase 24.850 and megabase 24.908, which in-
cludes all of the genes within the boundaries of the previ-
ously identified speciation island. As shown in figure 1,
there is a small region of differentiation coincident with re-
duced variation in the M form very close to the predicted
island. Of the 10 loci, 2 show fixed differences with no
shared polymorphisms between M and S individuals
(MSH5 and i8), whereas a third (GPRor38) has no fixed
differences but no shared polymorphisms either. All 3 of
these loci have average values of FST above 0.6 between
M and S forms. One of these highly differentiated loci lies
within the island of differentiation defined in Turner et al.
(2005); the other 2 lie just outside the previously defined
boundaries (fig. 1). The differences in the fixed:shared poly-
morphism ratio between these 3 loci and the adjacent 7 loci
are highly significant (Fisher’s exact test; P5 3.9 � 10�8).

In order to examine the geographical extent of differ-
entiation on chromosome 2R, we sequenced GPRor38 and
MSH5 in populations from Mali. In contrast to the patterns
found in Cameroon, these 2 loci have no polymorphisms
fixed between forms and share many polymorphisms across
M and S in Mali (table 2; dividing the Mali sample into
groups with and without the 2Rb inversion does not change
this result). Along with the lack of fixed differences, there is
an approximately 6-fold reduction in the values of FST be-
tween forms across both loci. As expected from the patterns
just described, FST between Mali and Cameroon is higher at
loci on 2R than at loci on 2L (table 3).

Levels of polymorphism at the loci in and around the
2R speciation island are much lower in the M form than in
the S form in Cameroon, suggesting that a selective sweep
occurred within the M form (fig. 1). To test for the signature
of a selective sweep in this region, we again conducted mul-
tilocus HKA tests to the closest outgroup, A. arabiensis,
using all 4 loci we have sequences for in A. arabiensis
(LIM, Subtilase, GPRor38, and MSH5). An HKA test be-
tween the M form and A. arabiensis is significant (P 5
0.014), but the same test comparing the S form and A. ara-
biensis is not significant (P5 0.122), as would be expected
if there has been a selective sweep only in the M form lin-
eage since its split with the S form. We also conducted the
M form HKA test excluding the LIM locus (which may be
subject to linked selection; see above), and the test re-
mained significant (P 5 0.017). The significant result is
therefore due to low polymorphism in M at GPRor38
(0.003) and MSH5 (0.001) compared with Subtilase
(0.012) and all the 3 loci in S (0.010–0.013). High diver-
gence at GPRor38 (5.7%) may also contribute to the sig-
nificant result (all other loci in M and S 5 1.1%–2.3%).
Although the Tajima’s D value of GPRor38 in the M form
in Cameroon was only marginally significant (0.05 , P ,
0.10) in a model-based test (Tajima 1989), it was found to
be significant based on coalescent simulations (P5 0.036),
providing further support for a selective sweep near this lo-
cus in the M form. The low values of heterozygosity in the
M form in Cameroon are not seen in Mali, suggesting that
the selective sweep has occurred only in the Cameroon pop-
ulation of the M form.

The percent divergence (Dxy) between the M form in
Cameroon and the 2 outgroups atGPRor38 (5.7% to A. ara-
biensis, 7.2% to A. quadriannulatus) is much greater than
the range of divergence from the other 3 loci in M for which
we have data (1.4–2.1% to A. arabiensis, 1.3–2.9% to
A. quadriannulatus). We used the test suggested by
McDonald and Kreitman (1991) to determine whether
the high levels of divergence at the GPRor38 locus in

Table 3
Differentiation between Cameroon and Mali

FST between Mali and Cameroon

M S

LIM (2L) 0.091 0.022
Subtilase (2L) 0 0
GPRor38 (2R) 0.199 0.136
MSH5 (2R) 0.271 0.066

FIG. 1.—Variation and differentiation at 10 loci sequenced in Cameroon. The region predicted to be differentiated by Turner et al. (2005) is shown
between the gray lines.
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the Cameroon M form could be due to directional selection
on the protein sequence of this olfactory receptor. Using A.
arabiensis as an outgroup, this test revealed a marginally
significant departure from neutral expectations, despite
low power, with only 13 sites considered (synonymous:
7 polymorphic, 1 fixed; nonsynonymous: 1 polymorphic,
4 fixed; 1-tailed P 5 0.032). The same test to the more
distant outgroup A. quadriannulatus was not significant
(synonymous: 7 polymorphic, 7 fixed; nonsynonymous:
1 polymorphic, 5 fixed; 1-tailed P 5 0.185). Because
the comparison to the more distant A. quadriannulatus in-
cludes the continued fixation of synonymous mutations,
any signal of recent positive selection would be harder
to detect. Together, the tests presented here suggest that
adaptive natural selection has acted on the protein sequence
of this highly differentiated olfactory receptor. There is
no evidence of this adaptation in the S form in Cameroon
(synonymous: 7 polymorphic, 1 fixed; nonsynonymous:
5 polymorphic, 1 fixed; P 5 0.987).

Discussion

Some models of speciation with gene flow predict that
the loci responsible for ecological, behavioral, and other
isolating traits will not introgress freely between diverging
taxa (Barton and Gale 1993; Wu and Ting 2004). Within
A. gambiae, we have the opportunity to test this prediction
with multiple sympatric populations of the M and S forms.
We previously found 3 regions of the genome that were
highly differentiated between M and S in Cameroon: one
each on chromosomes 2L, 2R, and X (Turner et al.
2005). The differentiation in these speciation islands indi-
cates that gene flow between forms is reduced relative to the
rest of the genome, so these regions are hypothesized to
contain genes involved in reproductive isolation (i.e., genes
that have different fitness effects in the genomic back-
grounds of M and S). We have now found that the island
on chromosome 2L is present in both Mali and Cameroon:
the 4 nt differences at the LIM locus on chromosome 2L are
fixed between M and S in all 52 chromosomes sequenced,
including those from both Mali and Cameroon. Because all
of these individuals were identified as M or S based on their
X-chromosome genotype, this means that the X and 2L re-
gions are in complete association in our sample. This is sig-
nificant, as the existence of 2 differentiated regions between
M and S, each on an independently assorting chromosome,
provides strong support for the existence of 2 partially iso-
lated taxa within A. gambiae. The control locus just outside
the island on 2L remains undifferentiated in both popula-
tions, providing further evidence of locus-specific selection
against gene flow across A. gambiae.

We infer the action of positive selection in the 2L
island as evidenced by reduced polymorphism and signifi-
cant HKA tests in both forms, and a significant value of
Tajima’s D at the only locus with more than 2 polymor-
phisms; similar evidence has previously been found in the
X-chromosome island (Stump et al. 2005). In both cases,
however, the linked selection may be unrelated to speciation:
both of these islands are near centromeres and are likely to
have reduced recombination. Regions of reduced recombi-
nation show lower levels of polymorphism and/or an excess

of low-frequency mutations in almost every organism
that has been examined (e.g., Begun and Aquadro 1992;
Stephan and Langley 1998; Nachman 2001; Tenaillon
et al. 2001; Stajich and Hahn 2005). It is thought that this
pattern is due to linked positive selection (Kaplan et al.
1989) and/or background selection (Charlesworth et al.
1993). Therefore, our results on chromosome 2L, as well
as those of others on the X chromosome (Stump et al.
2005), should not be taken as evidence for selection directly
associated with reproductive isolation between M and S in
A. gambiae.

The third island, on chromosome 2R, shows a quite
different pattern. This region is unremarkable in the Mali
population, with levels of p, FST, and divergence that
are similar to the Subtilase control locus and other loci from
chromosomes 2R (this study) and 3R (Turner et al. 2005).
In the Cameroon population, however, several observations
implicate this region as being involved in reproductive
isolation. We had previously discovered fixed differences
on 2R at the UNK1 locus (Turner et al. 2005), but these
data are difficult to interpret given that this locus may be
a multicopy-transposable element. However, we have now
discovered 5 more fixed differences at the MSH5 and i8
loci—which lie just outside thepreviously definedspeciation
island—confirming that this region is strongly differentiated
between M and S in Cameroon (table 2).

Reduced polymorphism, significant Tajima’s D, and
significant HKA test all point to a selective sweep in the
M form. A significant McDonald–Kreitman test indicates
that directional selection on the protein sequence of
GPRor38 could be the target of this selective sweep, though
this result is tentative because we have sequenced only ap-
proximately a third of this gene. Despite considerable ef-
fort, we have been unable to clone to rest of this locus
from our samples; because the MSH5 locus has also been
resistant to sequencing, we suspect that there may be differ-
ences between our samples and the reference assembly in
this region. In the v36 genome assembly, the only genes
predicted to lie in or near the differentiated region are 5;
we have sequence data from GPRgr13, GPRor38,
GPRor39, MSH5, and CD59 and 2 predicted genes, which
appear to be transposons (data not shown). In release 42 of
the genome annotation, these 2 predicted transposons were
removed, and a small protease inhibitor (locus i8) was fur-
ther predicted, which we have also sequenced. Despite hav-
ing sequenced portions of all the genes in this predicted
island and successfully defined the extent of differentiation,
strong inferences about the target of selection would require
resequencing of an approximately 100-kb region (which
might reveal differences with the current assembly), and
functional studies of interesting candidate substitutions.

Unlike the 2L and X islands, the 2R island is not ex-
pected to lie in a region of reduced recombination. The ob-
servation of selection at the GPRor38 locus is therefore
more likely to be related to reproductive isolation. It is very
interesting that differentiation and reduced variation on
chromosome 2R are not seen in Mali: this seems to indicate
that an isolating barrier was lost in Mali or gained in
Cameroon without spreading to Mali. Whatever isolating
mechanism is maintained in this chromosomal region in
Cameroon is therefore not necessary to maintain isolation
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in Mali. Hybridization between forms has been directly es-
timated to occur approximately 1% of the time in Mali
(Tripet et al. 2001), and hybrid larvae and adults have been
found (della Torre et al. 2005). No M/S hybrids have been
found in Cameroon despite significant sampling effort, per-
haps because reproductive isolation is stronger between
forms in Cameroon (della Torre et al. 2005). Previous stud-
ies have found polymorphic isolating barriers between al-
lopatric species, and between species that are sympatric
over only some of their range (Ortiz-Barrientos et al.
2004; Reed and Markow 2004; Kopp and Frank 2005).
The present results should be taken as further evidence
for the lability of isolating barriers across a species range,
even between 2 populations that are both sympatric
(although this conclusion will remain tentative until addi-
tional evidence implicates this region in reproductive iso-
lation). In the speciation model described by Wu and Ting
(2004), incipient species become reproductively isolated lo-
cus by locus; because of selection against hybrid genotypes
at 1 or a few loci, realized gene flow is reduced across the
genome, shifting the balance between selection and gene
flow toward differentiation at other loci. It is possible that
the differentiated region found only in Cameroon on chro-
mosome 2R is such an emerging speciation island, whose
differentiation has been facilitated because of selection
against hybrids at the 2L and X islands.

Although support for the existence of isolated groups
within A. gambiae has existed for some time, the current
work helps to clarify what exactly defines these groups.
Much confusion has arisen from the switch in focus from
inversion frequencies (chromosomal forms sensu Touré
et al. 1998) to SNPs (molecular forms, Favia et al.
2001), and some doubt has remained about whether either
form represents a valid taxonomic unit. It was the chromo-
somal forms that were discovered first; the discovery of
marker SNPs on the X chromosome followed, and these
SNPs were subsequently investigated throughout the spe-
cies range (della Torre et al. 2001; Gentile et al. 2001,
2002; della Torre et al. 2005). Genotyping of molecular
markers is much less ambiguous than determining inversion
karyotypes as the actual number of hybrid karyotypes is dif-
ficult to resolve (Touré et al. 1998). Our discovery of a sec-
ond differentiated region on chromosome 2L, which is in
perfect association with the X-chromosome genotype,
makes it clear that the 2L and X SNPs are true indicators
of a taxonomic split within A. gambiae. Because M and S
form individuals with the same karyotype can be compared
in Cameroon, this country is the preferred location for fu-
ture work on speciation: discoveries made in this country
can then be investigated in the more complicated popula-
tions in Mali, as was done here. Regardless of which pop-
ulation is studied, it is clear that A. gambiae is a very
interesting model organism for the study of speciation with
gene flow.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary table S1 is available at Molecular
Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.
oxfordjournals.org/). Sequence data from this article have

been deposited with the GenBank data library under accession
numbers: DQ425111–DQ425208, DQ436826–DQ436911,
and EF426141-EF426244.
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